
We work with seniors and their 
families, if needed

When you move to a new 
home, we will first select 
the items you wish to 

move, such as your furniture, 
clothes, household items, pictures, 
artwork, and other cherished 
items. You can also have us work 
with you or your family members 
to help find homes for the 
remaining items and feel confident 
that we will make the best 
decisions with you in mind. 
Whether you wish to have your 
items donated to a specific charity 
or sold through an estate sale, we 
can coordinate those efforts, too.

We’ll work with your new
community— and your new 
space

Prior to your move, we'll 
work with you to help 

determine the best 
placement of your furniture and 
other items. We'll obtain the floor 
plan from your community so we 
have the dimensions of your 
home. Working with you on a 
furniture plan will ensure that you 
are paying to only move the 
furniture that you need—and that 
will fit. We’ll also help you 
maximize and organize other 
areas, such as closets and living 
spaces.

We’ll manage the move
Every successful Eliminate 
Chaos move is a result of 
behind-the-scenes project 

management—your dedicated 
expert will be with you every step 
of the way. We will look at every 
detail and determine the best way 
to complete your move, whether 
it’s helping you downsize 
beforehand, recommending 
movers, managing vendors, or 
anything else.
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Caring, Compassionate, Comforting
Every move is different, but when it’s time to leave a home with decades of memories,

change must be handled with care. Whether you or a loved one are downsizing 40 years
of treasures before a move, or simply trying to decide what should be moved

 at all, our experts can guide the process with empathy and grace.

How our Senior Move Managers put your mind at ease

IT’S NOT ABOUT THE STUFF™



  

Why Work With Us
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At Eliminate Chaos, we are organizing and 
productivity experts who believe that collaboration is 
as important as knowledge when it comes to 
meaningful results. We serve as your trusted 
partners—listening to your needs, learning about 
your goals, and creating customized solutions to 
achieve them.

Our clients want to boost efficiency and reduce 
frustration. Many are simply looking to improve their 
everyday lives by having spaces that both look and 
feel better. Others seek a more thoughtful approach 
to the logistics of moving a household—from packing 
and unpacking to project management, vendor 
coordination, and space planning. 

Thanks to the proven 10-step process developed and 
refined over decades by our founder, Laura Leist, any 
of those goals are within your reach. And staying 
organized is, too, because all of our powerful 
solutions and systems are designed to be easily 
maintained well into the future.

Start your journey today!

One Call Can Change Your Life
Are you ready to experience the joys of a stress-free move?
It all starts with a free phone consultation.
We’ll work with you to create custom solutions that fit
your goals and your budget, whether you need our
expertise only for specific tasks, or you want Eliminate
Chaos to be there until the last box is unpacked and
everything is organized.

Additional Services
• Home organization
• Digital organizing
• Home network installation
• Computer backup and disaster recovery
• PC and email support

Your Investment
Each project is unique, and rates vary depending on
the ORGANIZING SPECIALIST™, PRODUCTIVITY
SPECIALIST™, or Information Technology Consultant.

Books Authored by Laura
Eliminate Chaos: The 10-Step Process to Organize Your Home & Life
Eliminate Chaos: Tips to Organize your Home & Life  
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TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR STUFF, YOUR SPACE, YOUR LIFE™

Eliminate Chaos is an amazing service - I couldn't
be happier to have order restored from all of my
moving chaos. I appreciated your prompt response,
and your ability to be nimble with scheduling - it
made all the difference. — R. J.

I can't thank you enough for all you and your team
have done for us. We felt your guiding hand every
step of the way and I have every confidence that
the next part of the process will be far easier due
to your organization prowess. You are a moving
angel. I highly doubt we would have been able to
pull this all together without you.  — C.S.


